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Abstract- Progress in digital and storage technology resulted in the growth of enormous databases. There are 

several real life domains, to name a few as supermarket transaction data, credit card data, mobile call details, 

bank transactions, government projects and medical records which generate bulky data every day. Digging 

out meaningful or useful information from bulky amount of data is a crucial and challenging task. Data 

mining normally deals with data which has already been collected from various resources for analysis 

purpose. It provides tools  and techniques that are used to extract nontrivial significant information. It also 

assists in finding unidentified relationships and consolidate data in an intelligent way that is effortless to 

recognize and straightforward to exercise. The most important purpose of data mining is to determine hidden 

patterns, unexpected trends and relations in the data by using various techniques including statistical model, 

modern database technologies and machine learning tools to make businesses more proactive and knowledge 

based decisions  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of computers and smart phone the augmentation of data is incredibly high. The management of the voluminous 

data is a big challenge. In Dynamic data stream data are continuously added into dataset. Reducing size of data without 

loss of information is a complicated and challenging issue. There are several techniques have been developed to reduce 

space size of data. 

Following two important issue which is always considers when the size of data to reduce. 

1. Original database is transformed into a proper reduce format but whenever original data is required, it is 

needed to convert it again into original format, which is a reveres process. 

2. Data to be reduced without any information loses. 

 

Initially frequency based patterns are used to analyze shopping baskets of customers. The main objective is to discover 

regularities in customers shopping behavior. In general, it is a process to come across product purchase together 

frequently. Common applications are improving arrangement of products in shelf, Catalog‟s pages design, support in 

cross-selling fraud detection, technical dependence analysis etc. Let X is database of items and denoted as X = {x1, 

x2,…,xm}. Y is item set and Y ⊆ X item set is set of products that are purchased by a customer. T is set of transactions 

denoted as T = {t1, t2,…tn}. Transaction over an item database X is a pair t = (Tid, Y), where Tid is a unique transaction 

ID and Y ⊆ X is an item set. 

A transaction database contains transactions with the sets of items bought by the customers. Every transaction is 

collection of items, but some items could not appear in T. The support of item or item set is the number or fraction of 

transactions that contain it. Sometimes it is also called the frequency of item set with respect to T. The length of an item 

set is equal to the number of items presents in the data set; for example, if k is the length of an item set then k items were 

present in the transaction. 

The fundamental approach is known as apriori approach which is basically a brute force approach that traverses all 

possible item sets, determines their support, and discards infrequent item sets is usually infeasible. In this approach the 

number of possible item sets grows up exponentially with the number of items. Fundamental approach is based on 

following important factors . 
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 Search procedure is a brute force (top down search from empty set/one- element sets to larger sets) 

approach that enumerates candidate item sets and checks their support. 

 It improves search procedure by exploiting the apriori property and skip item sets that cannot be 

frequent. 

 The search space is the partially ordered set (2
Y
 where Y⊆X). Partially ordered set helps to identify 

those item sets that can be skipped due to the apriori property. 

 Since a partially ordered set can conveniently be depicted by a Hassel diagram, the search times are 

often acceptable only if    the minimum support is not chosen very low. 

the search procedure of traditional approach for five items. The search procedure is symbolized by Hasse 

diagram. Firstly, determine the support of the one element and discard the infrequent items, subsequent to frequent 

one item sets two item set must determine with support and discard the infrequent two item sets. Continuously, 

forming three, four and more frequent item sets until no candidate item set is frequent. The candidates which satisfy 

the give threshold value are used at higher level. Self joining is used to construct applicant at higher level. This 

procedure is repeated until no more candidates‟ generation is possible . 

Problems with the fundamental approach were 

3. Candidates generation is time consuming process and may carry out a lot of redundant work 

4. Repeatedly scanning of the database is to done for each time, need to check the candidates set to 

calculate the support value. 

Due to these problems the performance of the fundamental approach decreases. 

1. Hashing Technique 

 

This technique is based on a hash function and a hash table. Consider a simple example with 9 transactions and 

five items. 

Table 1 Simple truncation data set with 9 transactions 

 

Hash table structure contains bucket address, bucket count and bucket contents. 

 

 

Table 2 Hash table for 2 items set for given 9 transactions 
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Bucket address is generated hash function given in equation number 1. For example item set (x1, x4) generate 

bucket number 0.Sequence of x1 is 1 and sequence of x4 is 4. Put these values in the equation number 1. 

h(x1, x4) =(1*10+4)mod7 h(x1, x4)=0. 

Bucket count is the total number of item sets present in the bucket. For example in the bucket number 0 two 

item are present. Bucket contents are the item set in the bucket. (what is bucket address, bucket count and bucket 

contents) This technique reduces size of the candidate‟s item sets. After generating 1-itemsets, 2-itemsets for each 

transaction are directly hashed into the different buckets of a hash table. Bucket address is used to map 2 

item set into appropriate bucket. Bucket count is increase according to the number of item sets present in the 

bucket. 

Hash table for 2 items set by using hash function 

  1. 

The problem with this approach is creating hash function is a difficult task. 

i. Partitioning of Dataset 

This approach partitions the data set D into n number of parts. Partition is done in such a way that parts do not 

overlap each other. 

 

Figure 2 Partitioning approach. 

 

For each partition, all frequent item sets within the partition are initiated. These are referred to as local frequent 

item sets. At this instant, merge all local frequent items and add respective support to discover global frequent item 
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set. Figure 2 exemplifies the working of partitioning approach. The efficiency depends on the size of partition and 

the number of partitions of the dataset, which is very complicated if not prepared appropriately. 

 

ii. Maximal Frequent Patterns Based Approach 

 

Maximal Frequent Pattern [1997] which was developed by Dao-I Lin & Zvi M. Kedem. This approach includes 

all maximal frequent sets. The maximal frequent pattern forms a border between frequent and infrequent pattern. 

Once the maximum frequent pattern is identified then all the frequent item sets can be computed easily by scanning 

database. This method is based on two way search from bottom-up and top- down search. Both searches apply at 

the time. This approach also used two important properties. First property is all maximal frequent patterns have 

subset and must also frequent. Seconds property all infrequent patterns have subset and they also infrequent. 

iii. Transactions Condensing and Intersection Approach 

 

This approach is proposed by Shui Wang et al in 2009 with the concept of maximal frequent pattern. The said 

approach used two steps to find frequent pattern: 

(i) It scans the data base to come across one infrequent pattern and delete them. After that transactions are sorted 

in descending order as per the number of items in the transaction and calculate the support count of every 

transactions, subsequently merge the identical transactions with updating the count, this step is known as 

condensing operations and 

(ii) Perform intersection operation to mine maximal frequent pattern. Useless subset is deleted by using 

intersections between transactions recursively. 

2. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The approach is based on two phases: 

Phase I: - Create cluster of similar transaction based on the number of items and sequence of items present in the 

transaction. 

Phase II: - Generate required pattern 

Proposed approach is more accurate and efficient as compared to classical and transactions condensing 

approaches because it creates clusters of identical transactions. This approach arranges the transactions on the basis 

of the sequence of items, number of items and create cluster of similar transactions. In these clusters count of each 

item are maintain separately. 

The proposed approach has following characteristics. 

(1) Provides transactions variation and local control. 

(2) Data compression is simple and easy. 

(3) The size of the database is reduced form thousand to hundreds. 

(4) Similar transactions are appeared in cluster conception 

(5) Count of each items are separately manage while clustering. 

(6) A separate database is managed for cluster database. 

 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
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Figure 3 Architecture of proposed approach 

 

Figure 3 explains the working of proposed approach. In the original data set transaction are arrange on the basis of 

number of items and sequence of the item present in the transitions to form clusters. Separate count of each item is 

maintained in every cluster. A separate data set is maintained for clusters transactions. Whenever new transactions 

are added to the database, new transactions are placed in most appropriate cluster and update the count value of 

corresponding item sets in the cluster.   The item which has count less than the given support is not considering in 

the next level. The item which has support greater are equal to the given support are the required patterns. 

Algorithm of Proposed Approach 

a) Input:-Transactional data set D Output: - Required 

pattern Phase -I 

Step 1: for all transactions Tn ∈ D 

Scan transactions; arrange according to number of items and sequence of items. 

Step2: for all transactions Tn ∈ D if Ti ≈ Ti+1 

sup(Ti) + sup(Ti+1) as Ti and delete Ti+1 cluster 

identical transactions 

Step3: repeat step 2 until no more group is possible 

 

b) Phase II 
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Step4: Let D
m
 clustered transactional data set for (k=1; 

L
m
k+1≠φ;k++) 

for all transactions Tm∈ D
m
 do begin 

c∈Cm
k 

| c.count >support 

P=ULK 

Consider a simple transactional data base with 15 transactions. Items are numbered x1, x2,…,x10. 

3.1. Comparisons Based on Number of Transactions Before and After Clustering 

Table 1 Numbers of transactions before and after transactions clustering. 

 

No of 

Transactions 

Traditional 

Approach 

Condensing 

approach 

Transactions 

Clustering approach 

1000 1000 725 204 

5000 5000 4267 1006 

10000 10000 8256 2508 

15000 15000 13452 3025 

 

Table 1 contains four columns the first column shows total number of transactions, second column shows 

traditional approach, third column shows transactions condensing approach and the last column shows proposed 

approach. For 1000 transactions, traditional approach used apriori based techniques to generate required pattern 

without any data compression. Transactions condensing approach compress identical transaction and treat them as 

single transaction. Transactions condensing approach compress 1000 transactions into 725 and reduce the size of 

the transactions. Proposed approach creates clusters of similar transactions reduce size of the dataset up to 204, 

which is very less in number as compared to transactions condensing approach. For 5000 transactions, condensing 

approach compress up to 4267 and proposed approach reduce size of transaction up to 1006. For 10000 

transactions condensing approach compress the 10000 transactions into 8256 and proposed approach reduce up 

to 2508. For 15000 transactions condensing approach compress the 13452 and proposed approach reduce up to 

2508. 

Graph 4 shows the comparison between traditional, data condensing and proposed approach based on number 

of transactions. Blue line show the traditional approach, red line show condensing approach and line with green 

color represents the proposed approach. From the graph it is clear that data condensing approach reduce size of the 

data base up to 72.5% percentage, where proposed approach reduce size of the database 20.4 %. Proposed 

approach reduces size of original data set in meaningful amount using clustering. Proposed approach also reduces 

search space because most of the transaction is grouped on the basis of similarity. 
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Graph 4. Numbers of transactions before and after transactions clustering Consider item x1 and x2 both 

consider in the first group, they satisfy the support value so there is no need to search these item in any other 

cluster. Similarly x1 and x4 present in the second cluster and both have count value greater the threshold value 

so they feasible and not need search in any other cluster even they present in the first cluster x1 with count 5 and 

x4 with count 1.Transaction condensing approach delete those item which has support value less than given 

threshold but in dynamic data set transaction are added regularly in the dataset ,it may be possible that after 

inserting some new transaction the infrequent item become frequent, it is major drawback of this approach. 

3.1 Comparisons Based on Number of Transactions and Required Execution Time 

Table 4.2  Number of transactions and execution time 

 

No of 

Transactions 

Traditional 

Approach 

Condensing 

Approach 

Transactions 

Clustering approach 

1000 504 370 146 

5000 2156 1462 1022 

10000 3482 2342 1948 

15000 5468 3856 2522 

 

Table 3.3  shows number of transactions and required execution time for all three approaches for threshold 

value 10 percentage. Traditional approach need 504 milliseconds, condensing approach need 370 milliseconds and 

proposed approach need only 146 milliseconds for 1000 transactions. Traditional approach need 2156 milliseconds, 

condensing approach need 1462 milliseconds and proposed approach need only 1022 milliseconds for 5000 

transactions. Traditional approach need 3482 milliseconds, condensing approach need 2342 milliseconds and 

proposed approach need only 1948 milliseconds for 10000 transactions. Traditional approach need 5468 

milliseconds, condensing approach need 3856 milliseconds and proposed approach need only 2522 milliseconds 

for 15000 transactions. 

Graph 5. shows the comparison between traditional, data condensing and proposed approach based on 

execution time and number of transactions. For 1000 transactions traditional approach need 504 milliseconds and 
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data condensing approach reduce required time up to 370 milliseconds and proposed approach reduce time up 146 

milliseconds. It is clear that proposed approach reduce execution time up to 28.96 percent. For 5000 transactions 

proposed approach reduce execution time up to 47.40 percentages as compared to traditional approach. 

 

 

Graph 5 Numbers of transactions and required execution time 

For 10000 transactions proposed approach reduce execution time up to 55.94 percentages as compared to the 

traditional approach. Similarly 15000 transactions proposed approach reduce execution time up to 46.12 

percentages as compared to the traditional. 

3.2 Comparisons Based on Different Threshold Value and Required Execution Time for 10000 Transactions. 

Table 3.4  Support in percentage and execution time 

 

Support 

threshold 

Traditional 

approach 

Condensing 

approach 

Transactions 

clustering approach 

20 943 762 353 

15 1274 982 548 

10 3384 2352 1896 

5 5644 4541 2083 
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Graph 6 Comparison graph using different support and execution time 

For the small support value number of pattern is are huge and need more execution time. When support value is 

high the number of pattern fewer and need less execution time. Table 4.3 shows different support value and 

required execution time. For 20 percentage of support value traditional approach need 943 milliseconds, data 

condensing approach need 762 milliseconds and proposed approach need only 353 milliseconds of time. For 15 

percentage of support value traditional approach need 1274 milliseconds, data condensing approach need 982 

milliseconds and proposed approach need only 548 milliseconds of time. For 10 percentage of support value 

traditional approach need 3384 milliseconds, data condensing approach need 2325 milliseconds and proposed 

approach need only 1896 milliseconds of time. For 5 percentage of support value traditional approach need 5644 

milliseconds, data condensing approach need 4541 milliseconds and proposed approach need only 2883 

milliseconds of time. 

Graph 6 shows that as increasing in support threshold, decreasing in execution time. For support value 20 

percent execution time is very less and for support value 5 percent execution time is very high. 

3.3 Comparisons Based on Different Support and Required Memory for 10000 Transactions 

Table 3.5 Support in percentage and required memory 

 

Support 

threshold 

Traditional 

Approach 

Condensing 

approach 

Transactions 

clustering approach 

20 10546 8096 6422 

15 16886 14264 10544 

10 20834 17632 13682 

5 24552 20872 15348 

Table 4.4 shows different support value and required memory in KB for 10000 transactions. For 20 percent of 

support value traditional approach need 10546 KB memory, data condensing approach need 8096 KB memory and 

proposed approach need only 6422 KB memory. For 15 percentage of support value traditional approach need 

16868 KB memory, data condensing approach need 14264 KB memory and proposed approach need only 10544 

KB memory. 
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Graph 7 Comparison graph using different support and required memory time For 10 percentage of support 

value traditional approach need 20834 KB memory, data condensing approach need 17632 KB memory and 

proposed approach need only 13682 KB memory. For 5 percentage of support value traditional approach 

need 

 

24652 KB memory, data condensing approach need 20872 KB memory s and proposed approach need only 

15348 milliseconds of time. From the figure 7. it is clear that the memory requirement of the proposed approach is 

much smaller as compared to both traditional and condensing approach. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Traditional approach generates huge number of candidates and needs more database scan. The main drawback 

of this approach is joining operations which produce large number of applicants which is a time consuming 

process. Data condensing approach is based on merging of identical transactions and maximal set are used to 

generate required patterns. This approach is deleted all those one items which has support less than given threshold 

value, but it may be possible that after inserting some new transactions infrequent one item sets become frequent. 

Second problem of condensing approach is maintaining record of resulting intersections. Proposed approach not 

only reduces candidate‟s generations but also reduces time and memory to generate required patterns. Separate 

clustered dataset is maintained for patterns generation. The proposed approach handles both static and dynamic 

dataset. 
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